Perfecting chemistry, creating solutions

HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

It is Almetron’s intent to demonstrate an ongoing and determined commitment to
improving health and safety at work throughout our organisation. We will endeavour
to ensure the health, safety and well-being at work for all of our people and any other
people who may be affected by our work and business activities.
We will be compliant with all current UK Health and Safety legislation and regulations
relating to the people in our organisation.
Within the scope of its resources Almetron is committed to provide the equipment,
best available technology, training and supervision to maintain a safe and healthy
working environment.
SCOPE.
Our policy applies to all people employed by Almetron.
Almetron will always endeavour to secure the health and safety of all persons known
about who are legally entering their site by making them aware of the Health and
Safety rules and practices that apply.
During all of its external activities Almetron will maintain its compliance with current
HSE regulations. Almetron is also committed to abide by any safety rules that are in
force at its customer’s premises that members of Almetron will attend.
COMMITMENT.










Monitoring and developing its operating procedures with the aim of bringing
continuous improvement to the workplace and environment.
Placing the people it employs and product user’s safety as paramount in
design, manufacture and operating of its products.
The induction and training of its people enabling their awareness and
interpretation of the rules and regulations, helping to ensure their safety and
that of others.
We will engage and collaborate with all contractors and others officially
entering our site to ensure that their health and safety, understanding and
competence fulfil our expectations.
The provision of sufficient information for its customers and persons acting on
its behalf to fulfil their safety obligations and conduct tasks and business in a
responsible, competent and safe manner.
Acting in responsible way towards community and the environment.
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